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SECURITY INFORMATION
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PREFACE

In recent yezirs, the trend of airborne radars has been toward shorter

anti zhorter wavelengths .-there the atmspnere becomes increasingly more

opaque and w&Gw clutter becomies increasirelysr feunta ien.

Since either or both of these factors may seriously limrit the use of such

shocrt unvelengths, an a6sessment 01f their mamitude3 is of considerable

importance. A cornprehensive evaluation of this sort vuu made by Ryde

(1946) Whose wior): remains as the one outstanding authoritative reference

in this field.

Ryde concerned hi.',self -ith the extrem~ely broad problem related to the

detection of targets in and through clouds aisd precipitation. His. interest

included the wavelergth r -,-ion fror. 1 - 10 cma, with emphasis on the upper

end of this band. Aciong other thin;gs, he considered the basic scattfriliu"

and absorption cro.~-scctions o1f thle various atm~ospheric constituents and

applied these to thle comnputation of the naitude of the echo intensity7

and attenuation due to each cmponent individually. AlthouehRydels work

is applicable almost in its entirety today,, the results of more recent

research should be acded, and minor modifications r %de. In addition,

detailed considsration should be given to the wavelenj~ths shorter-thtin

3 cn, the region which is just now being fully exploited. Finallyv, it is

of some practical interest to evaluate the cumulative efiXocts on the

atmosrhere's tranzsparency of the various atmospheric constituents in the

amounts and comibinaitions which are likely to be found tinder typical or

extrene weather condition.;. Theoe are, in essence, the objectives of Uki-,

report.
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In Part , Mar hafl, Ust, and G(wnr. 'zY i..ie a fairly cor.1'rehensive

suwvey of, the state of -,nowledge of' cttotering and attenuation by the

atmosphere. This includes sa previously unpubli.-;hed and 1x'ortant ;ork

by Haddock (1948). It contains in diruct or inAl-u.t tom the ariers to

most of the solvavle robiems .which have betno or riay be.rtased in t

general field. However, an a 1l-inclusive sudy aoud re uire practically

3 co. lp;te repetition of Rydeq excellent 1946 paror. Becauwe of Ohc

coprehens-iw nature oi the latter ;aper, it is rdiaoj.ended that ti

report be use4 in conjunction .4th it. '3herevcr the prOsent ;.,rk sujrsedes

kyde's paper, byr virtue of the use of -ore recently detofri nd ccnAt-nts

or theoretical inforation# it will be speciflac-Ily :.entioned.

Perha : a statistical 3tuqy 4s that lade by tiusse, (1950) Uld -be

of sone przx4*c&l utility to those intereswd in the average efftcts of

the atmosphere on ricromv" . ansrission. In that study, BU3sey CCc.puted

the frequeney with wUc.ieh various attenuation coefficients could be exjected

to be exceedou in 'le vicinity of 1ashiAtton, D.C. The results depend, of

course, an the local rainfall and water vapor statistics althOugh they may

be extrapolated, with caution, to area of similar rainfall regimos. The

inforzation is restricted, ftuthertores to the lowmr 1ayers of the aV~o-rhere.

The present and potential uses of nkromve technijues by the Air rorce

eenerally involve transmission through the vertical dension of the atos-

phere. Since the vertical distribution of the several attelating elerunts

(rain, snow, clouds, oxygenp and ater vapor) is generally very corple::, and

since few statistics are available on the frequencies with wich they occur

in various combinations, no satisfactory estizte can prese.tly be rade of

ii



the ammnt -o ttln d1ringAtich lesses of certain magnitude can be expected.

Lmteads in: Part n' of this report &n attmpt bhs been made, to select soae

typineal idealized cloud and precipitation conditions and to comPte the

remaltt opacity of the atmosphere in each case. fth reader may then isleet

one or mcwet f these models and corresponding iosses as typieal of the

averae or extresm conditions under iohich his radar ray be required to operate.

&ah an approach to the problez may well result in a better entivte of

typical losses than a 3tatistical survey -Aich is based on the n~tesarily

Crude us. of scanty data.

TIhe weather models of Part I are based primarily on plsical considera-

tionas, :d are therelore largely independent of gogorap*ical location. The

frequeney of occurrence of deach tMype Of situation ay vary widely from place

to place, but no attempt has been c-ade to treat such cliratological problems.

Hoever, the cloud .njities ani rates, of precipitation have been described,

by adjective ratings of ghh, low, or moderate" oorresMp nL roughly with

conditions generally o*xerved in temperate United States.

A AppendixL report entitlud *Calculatad Uenitivity of Airborne

Weather Radars', becamet available Jurin; the publication process. okowledg-

ment is made to J. 3. Marsall and Walter Hitschfeld of MIll University for

this paper. The original rk was perforwed under Joint sponsorship of

Aeronautical Rladio, In., and the Air Transport Association of Ameria.

Aeronautical Radio, Inc., has kindly granted peniasion for reroduction of

this paper as an appendix to this report.

The authors are indebted to Mr. Ralph J. Dornldson for valuable criticism

and editing.
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1. IUWI=VTION

In the comaratively new subject of radar-mteoroloar, the theoretical

paper by Ryde (1946) stands out. In it he predtcted the back-scatter and

attenuation by metoorologica] phenomena, and, in almost every respect, the

results obtained in *Aperi.-ents have confirmed the predictiom. The present

contrtbution will roview the theoretical problem in the light of denlop'ints

in the ysa.s that have *lapsed since Rdeis work ws done, and with reference

to the experimental rtsults.

F:etorloglcal radar equiplent provides informtion about the structure

or pattern and about the quantity of precipitation. This paper will not be

concer'wd with the structural informtion obtained, bat will consider the

scatterin. from a small region in which the properties of the precipitation

cn be taken to be uniform, and the attenuation taken along a path of

propaation as a whole.

Plane electr etic wavts travelling throujh air containing precipi-

t4tion are scattered and absorbed by the rarticles of Le, snow or water.

Ice particles scrtter sme of the radiatJoa in all directions, but in met

cases of interest do this conservatively, without converting my into thermi

enerr-, since ice is very nearly a perfect dielectric. Water, with its larger

dielectric constant, scatters more strongly than ice; in addition, it has

considerable dielectric lss and a large part of the attenuation by rain is

due to therzal dissipation.

Threa quantities with the dLaenhions of area are derived for a particle

in the path of a ,lane travelling wve. The back-scatter cross-section r is

defined in such a *Ay that r mltiplied by the incident intensity wuld be

-1-



the total power radiated by an isotropic sour-s which radiates the saw-power

ir. the backward directin as the scatterer. The *scattering cros-seoetiono

is such that Q, multiplied by the incident intensity, is the pMW-

scattered by the particle. The *total absorption cro:%i-sectionO Qt is

such that Qt times the incident intensity is ttio totrl power taken fron

the incident wave.

The scattering properties of procipitation have made possible extinsive

use of msirowave radar sets for meteorological purpoaes. The radar signal

from precipitation is, however, not steady like that from a point target.

The recei ,ed power at any instant is rode up of the resultaxnt 3f the sirnals

from a very large number of prticlec, and depends on their exact arrangement

in space, which is being continually changed by the turbul,.nt motion of t6e

air. Marshall and Hitschfeld (1952) have shown that an instantaneous obser-

vation of received power givits very little infor mtion about tUe precinitation,

and the signal at any given range has to be averaged until a lari-P nmber

of independent returns have been received.

This ran be arranged by usin? a long,-pers1stence display or by photo-

graphic recording so that the returns from mny trinsmitter pulses are

combined.

The equation for the average received power Pr is

- Pt hr~2 (1.1)Prz

where Pt is the transmitted power,

h is the length of the pulse in space,

r the range from which the signal is being received,

Ae the equivalent antenna aperture,

6r'the total back-scatter cross-section of the particles in unit volume.
1
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Th ueoai A rawr Is wro'rtitw~l to h so that the smnstivity of

-tle apyte earn %P increased by Iniminq, the trensctter pulse. (If tie

;h&%p is accw*Myed by a redneton ir -meer b-ncddthg a urther, iswwe.

mst In simul-towiso ritto is obtainued.) 3owvers the rwiqe resolustion Is

corree.JwtiRly redurned. Increasivn Ae, on tft h' tbi )Adg iqwme bet"

sensitivity and une.av resolutions so that the'antn 1* Wi e' as lavqe a

Thew sqsiaeUmt v eftiv* s is-ices th tht ittal area of the ttenA

foto tmr rums"n. Firstly, wot *U, the. pwpw oaw',frm the rriree"

-falls inside thme Onrholie rofleto neither is, U.. 4istribution of, Own

dWiti'sa oes the a&Psftwfrc (Ose .c. Siiv (l~b) seetion '.b). 4 mesml

radar yse OMMI Vs etive" apetur A, for a ;Xdnt taurpt i*aot, ~o

the, ataual aperture. The seeond resso which ap-:li 6nil, to, uditrL~it*O

t~ja*,ts t#t wtthewra0dars. Sort of the r-4tat~d 'o,,at0i*9 lO5ato side-

lobes and the Pligs* oF the mtni 'ie~ji, d twho'I Aol it ntrlkee precitsioh,

szwu n? the r'tunid rwe? tas ti'@m diret'.ins to whi-th tl- Of't..-nn is loss

sensitiye far, ecstion. This mean~s tmll the nvur,-ti ro,,! vihr, apeartt As

P60 all . art* of the-t.Owe !s leAnt t~h.'n Al , tUa valie few 4. Oentrt

portion.

The fict that fhe tar"et non'sll" 'Fills the )w! at t a r--' '-, ovinrts

fnr the Inverse s-OAare law tor recolvelt rnvwq vsras ?afle In ln 'e of thO

usual fot'th nwoo law for " paiht "'rjvt uia0h &.# ah hircrift. Though

epintiom (1.1) does -t ut, mior wlnath cyj4'ictly, !r~ncr.e3 rantdly

its tile wkvelei4,th '-tcreases, as discur. Ad in the next section.
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It will be shown in ection 3.2 that fr,:* .wavelength . log

comrared with the diameter D of the partinles, the approximation

w- O IK12 (1.2)

can be used, where IK1 2 depends on the dielectric oonstant of the saterial

and wries only slowly with wselentha (chaptcr 2). From (1.1) aM (1.2) we

have11t As £ DO K12.

So fir we have ne-lected the 1tti.nuatin,, -.ftect of any procipit.tion

throxih which the signal ray have to pass.

The intensit' of plane parallel radiation in trversing distaMe x

through uniform precipitation is reduced from I to I, where

I a Io.IXPQ(-x . (1.)

The su ration is over all the particles in unit volume. In practical unitso

the attenuation per kiloaetre of path leneth is

att.;nuation (dbAm) - 0.4343 Q t, (1.5)

wh!r. Lhr sirrtation is over one cubic metre and qt le now in cm2 . For

th zus. of wav-length lonr compared to the drop diameters (section 3.2),

we c-.n use :-n approxin'tion for (t, equation (3.7), so that equation (1.j)

becomes

attn nuatior (db/km) - 0.4343 11-2 D3 IM (-K). (1.6)

For roqdar, t.e radJiition tra'vels there nd back, so the numerical constant

shoultj be lonibled to ehtain d.clbels per kilowetre of runge.

-4.-
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For a given subatar % a is a function of wavelength and teaqwture.

Sexton (1946) measured values of a and , for water at a tw wavelengths

and calculated other values in the oentimtrie bead, for tmperaturse frtu

OR to UC. Reeutly Lens and Ston (1952) h-ve reported additional

msuremMts at a lomr wavelength (6.2 m) and saw -more accurately deter-

mined values at 1.24 and 3.2 om. As veil, they hey determined values of k,

for supercooled water down to -GC at three wavelengthe (m section 4.3).

In table 2.1, the variation of the refractive index with tweretweM

and wavelength is shown, and the qpantities Im(-K) and K 2 have been

calculated. Values for n and k, are taken from Kerr (1951) for 10 m wave-

length, and directly from Lae and Saxton (1952) for the other wavelengths.

Measuremnt of the quantities a and k, for Lee shw that in the

centimeter bend both a and K, are praeticeally independent of .,. huemir

and Lemb (1%5) and Lamb (194') found 16 to be a very =l qpentity,

ranging frwm 1.2 x 10" at OC, through 1.9 x iOW at -2C to 1.3 x IrO' at

-C. Nore recent measurments by Cuming (1952) give Yale" for k, roughly

twice those of Lemb; Cuminglo value at -IX agrees with one obtained at

that temperature by the-NIT Dielectric Laboratory (Cumidng 1952). Both

Cuming and Lamb and Turney (1949) agree on a value of n - 1.78 for Le,

constant over the temprature range 0 to -20C. The refractive index data

for ce is smmaried in Table 2.2.

Sow my be considered as a mixture of two dielectries, Ice and air.

According to Debye (1929), one can calculate the ratio for a mixture of

two dielectrics by adding the I values for the two substances in proportion

-6-



Table 2.1

VartiSm of lefumetw Ind= of ATU with ToJrpstur owd f ft, t

TOC /. c 10 3.21 .24 0.62

08.1 8.1 6.a5 4

10 9.0 7.40 5.45 3.%

0 899 7.14 4.75 3.45

-4 6.48 4.15 3.10

20 0.63 2.00 2.86 2o"

I, 10 0.90 2." 2.90 2.37

0 1.47 29 2.77 .04

2.55 1.77

20 .28 .9275 .9193 .8g2

10 .9313 .9282 .152 .872

0 .9340 ,9300 .9055 .8302

-8 .9M02 .7921

20 .O074 .018 3 .o€n .0915

10 .00600 .0247 .0615 .1142

0 .O02 .0335 .Ol07 .11

es .1036 .1713
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t. the aw of eash. 504% ting the Contribution of Ifor .1w, tban

for Iss of 0 density Is pruatically constant. CWW.ug (192) OR"

minemaks of the dielectric constant of sow of various dmmeltle. Usiag

l data ow flt that varies more or lose um omly from O.6 Mar Ise
p

at desity 0.917 p s-3 to 0.5o for density O.22 par 3 .

Table 2.2

Vafiattio of Retctive Index of ICE with Temperature

(based en dota fro Cummig, 1952)
m m|

a 1.78 At all temperature.

0C 2.& z 10

-10 7.9 z 1O-

-3) 5.5 3 w4

IiI 2  0.197 At all taeperatwee. fits to
for e* of uit densIty, the
value to be used sh D Is
diameter of mlted lee peftlele,
in equatiom (1.3) Narul smi
OEMu (1952)

W(.4) C 9.6 x 10-4

-10 3.2 z 10 "

-20 2.2 x 10W

4-



3. SPI( :;R . PARTICLES

3.1 Nis's ?Maory

A complete theory for spherica) particlee of any material in a non-

absorbing sodium ws developed by Gustav Nis (1908). Mo's work hm been

restated by Stratton (1941), Goldstein (1946) and by Kerr (1951). Using the

notation of thee later workers, the cross-sections of a spherical particle

V. (-I) n (2n * I) (An - hn) 2 .1)

lit n-1

Qs 1! 1 (2n - 1) (1a + Ib n12) (3.2)

2ri n-1

and Q£(-e (2n +l)(a. *ba)(3)

where X a avelength in the medium,

a coefficient of the nth magnetic mode,

ba a coefficient of the nth electric mode.

The coefficients a and b. are given in Appendix II in ters of

pgherieal Bessel Functions of order n. The arguments of the functions are ok

aid a and contain the propertios of the sphere and the wavelegth. The

qintity O.. where D is the diameter of the sphere. The quantity a

Is the coqlex refractive index of the material relative to the madium, and

a - J6 whee n is the refractive index, and K, tl.e absorptive index.

c0tions (3.2) and (3.3) have been computed by Lowan (1949) for water

spheres at 18oC for various wavelengths between 3 u and 10 ca.

.9-



3.2 Sal Pawtltal- (lAK vch -'AtL )

By exanding the a's and b's in ascending order of a for n -1a 2 ...,

formise for Qe and Qt can be obtained which apply to smill valas of C.

WeglectIng terms of higher than sixth power of €, only al b1 and b. are

sigmiflouat, and they are

b2 - - (-)K (3*.G)

For dismstere small compared with the wvelaqth, we can obtain aprpen-

mgto fomLe for &d Q. by putting 0(44l into these owutioms. Th"j,

only the leading tom of b1 , the coefficient of the first elestrie mis, need

be considlewe, and the contribution to r and Q. of all hioe si tew

In the a's and b's cn be neglected. The resulting formlae are kmm as

the Rarlelgh approximtions:

h * . i .. 1 )6 (3.5)

The total absorption cross-section Qt is given by ematio (3) in

which the real parts of the coefficients &, and b hsve to be obtained.

In this case however, it does not alays happen that the leading term J b,

contributes the met to Qt. Indeed, if a is purely res the 0,3 and A

tem of b1 are img nary and contribete nothing to 5, and of the term

listed in equation (3.4) only the %6 term of 'a will appear in Qt.

_____ ~~-10- ________



At this s ige it is convenle.x to introduce a fourth cross-section Qa,

the absorption croessoection, tc accoant for the power taken from the incident

uve which is dissipated internally as heat and not scattered; it is simply

Qt - Putting (4(I the contribution to t of the j4 6  term in bl, is

the s as the leading term in Q, so that this term do" not appear in Q.

Them the leading term in Qs is given by (3.6) and the leading term in 9A

omes from the (3 torm in bi and is given by

amd, of cowrse,

- 5 • %. (3.8)

For a pure lossless dielectric a 0 so that Qt a Q and is gie

bY (3.6). For a very lossy dielectric like wtK and particle sites such
tht4c(l, %' Q (tigur 3.2) so tiatt .5 sa is given by (3.7).

For in at OC and in the size range of snowlakes, at centimetre wavelengths

5 sad 5 are comparable and both mst be calculated; Qt is their sm.

1 1 Later Partie.

F. T. Hadok (1948) has computed for water at 100C the ratio between

Qt, calculated from Lean's (1949) Bureau of Standards tables, and Q%, cal-

culated from equation (3.7). This ratio Qt(Ke)/5t(Rayleigh) is plotted in

figure 3.1 for various wavelengths. Ryde's (1946) figure 3 is a similar

plot, but of

geometrcal cross-section

for a wavelength a little over 1 ca.

-11-
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Acm- ztrpre th.e -uw a little. furtber b7 aimalf the relative

wo 6 a the torm n 1, tim (3.1). For c=Wl, foir metwr at 1SOC

mW X a 3.0 m, w fla tbat the Parts of the a's OWd b's affecting It

a" Be (ft - - 0. 40 a

3. [b!~J - (0-*a s 30 - 0.060 SO5 ) -0.1.11a&,,

up to at i.

A i.mg as i.(bj Is mac Vree tha ;j& ,], only the C tm

tat am 201410 vaue. As K Increases hedthis, qt ted to as

v!5 Uw mtU atr tern Up~ we im UL

The rmoom of S& In %6c the cict valat of '4 Oven b7r (3.3) and tho

swealmt" ula given by oinatioe ME) Ii-*. by (3.6) - (3.7)) ar* e arly

oqm1 Is knw as thw'tayleigk regtom for attematios'. to diamters of

clad pantcles a"well insi~e this regt= for all wwvleagths d~ to 3 m.

!.a!q- will be discrused im etes t.

The carospowing sitmation for beck-scatter Is sm also imm fij;zrt 3.1.

am Wrbff lRay1ig5I) is clotted *Cas for vaaow waveiaqtis. If.

shell defime the OSaylelI.t region for back-scatte as tk* ragice !oc, Which

this ratio lies beto j and 2. It will be seen that for, wavelengts =. to

17 on, the ratio stays withia thee 1inits na to about X a 1, mkre it'. falls

wepdly. Nowr, at longer wavelenisb the ratio first rises bey=1d 2 3o

that the u'otm ouly extends to g(- 0.3. or less.
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At 17 = vaveleng 'i, the Raylopig rc on as defined here extends to

6 ma diameter and ircludes all norml raindrop lse. At sborter valonagJU,

the limit occurs at mailer diameters, so that at X. a 3 m only pzUele

less than 1 m diameter are inside It. At 3 am wvelemgth, the region is also

reduced, extending onl to 3 = diamter, but at . a 10 s it overs all

raindrop sizes so that the approximte forma3 can be eafely wud am rain.

The ratio Q,/Qt for water at 18OCt that is the proprtion of the total

absorption cross-section which is due to scattering, hk ben omputed free

Lowan's (1949) tables. This to presented in figure 3.2 for alee of 4 up

to 5 (i.e. covering a range of diameter up to 0.6 m and wavelength. from 3

to 10 cm). It will be seen that the curves 1r7 urev coinalde, so that for

diameters and wavelengths where 8( a 0.8 this fraction Is 500, and where

*4 a 0,5 the fraction is 25%. Thereseem to be no obioua pysieal rea on

for this result.

1.0,

01 00C

Oem

17 cr'

0034
01 Os I 5

FIG. 3.2 - Ratio of scattoring to total cross-sections for water soheres.
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3.4 Wateor-Coat I Ice Spheres

Aden arid Kerker (1951) extnded Mis's theory to concentric sphares.

Langleben and Girnn (1952) have applied this extended theory to spheres of

ice coated with water in the region (A 1. They consider a sphere which

changes gradually from all ice to ice coated with water, and finally to all

water, maintaining constant mass. The calculated cross-sections for nuch a

particle are plotted against the ratio of the mass of water to total mass in

figure 3.3 for 3 ^a wavelength and 1.2 = diameter initially. As the thickness

of tht water coating increases from sero, the quantities Ir, Q. and QS

all increase rapidly from their values for ice; when the sphere is still 70%

ice (so that the water thickness is less than one-tonth of the total radius)

IV and Q are already nearly equal to those for the all-water sphere.

Earlier still, 5 reaches a maxium value, about twice as great as that for

water. No simple explanation can be offered as yet for this extremely rapid

increase of the attenuation to twice the all-water value. For other wave-

lengths and diameters in the Rayleigh region, the curves for Q., r and 1t

are very similar to those of figure 3.3. For larger values of ., the

scattering cross-sections do not rise so early, and Qt does not show such

an extrems behaviour.

Langleben, M. P. and K. L. S. Gunn, 1952: Scattering and absorption of
microwaves by a melting ice sphere. Stormy Weather Research Group, McGill
University, Scientific Report MW-5, under IISAF Contract AF 19(122)-217.
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FIG. 3.3 RLolativtt cross-sections of water-coated 'ice spheres,



4.1 Drop Sise-Distributions

Where Rayleigh theory is applicable, rudar can be used to measure the

quantity t D6 . A more significant quantity meteorologically is the rainfall

rate, R .T P YD D3 (wh " TD Is the terminal velocity of a drop oftaro

diameter D). To relate the two quantities the drop size-distribution must be

observed. Distributions for rain at the ground have been determined in various

parts of the world, and the distribution law, the water content N, the rain-

fall rate R, and the radar quantity Z can all be related empirically.

(For example, see Wexler (1948), Marshall and Palmer (1948), Hood (1950) etc.)

Various workers have calculated simultaneous val:es of Z and R from the

distribution of drop sizes obtained on a horizontal surface (e.g. Marshall,

Langille and Palmer, 1947). Then from a number of such simultaneous values

plotted on log-log paper a locus of best fit for the data of the form

Z a aRb can be computed. There have been many such Z/R relations quoted

in the literature in the past ten years, which give a wide range of Z values

for a given R. Out of these, the authors have found eight relations which

are based on measurements using raw drop size-distribution data. These, along

with pertinent information, are included in Table 4.1.

The number of points used to make up the different loci varies from

worker to worker, as does the range of rainfall rates covered. The great

majority of the points in each case lie between 5 and 50 me hr-1 .

A locus
Z - 2143 R1 "57 I a factor 1.22 (4.1)
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T&BLZ 4.1

Z Author Location How locus determined

208 loe5 3 wwler (191) Hawii least aquare$ fit (49 points)
on Aderson's
(1947) data

269 R °l 5 5  Mt. Washington* Cambridge, Mass least squares fit (63 points)
obseration (1951)

214 R1*5  Wexler (1948) on least squares fit (98 points)
Law and Parsons'
data

200 R1b 6  Revised from Ottaw best fit by eye (with a check
Marshall and to Centre lous amongst data
Palmer (1948) at that slope) (250 poitts)

295 l. 61 Hood (1950) Ottawa best fit by e e (270 points)

505 R1 .-44  Best (1950) Shoeburyness

257 R1 -4 5  Best (1950) Tnyslas

436 R1 . 6 4 Best (1950) Fast Hill

will define a bond taking in the first five relations. If we include Best's

data, the locus becomes (Z _ 364 R1 .5 5  a factor 1.75). As well, one mst

recopltse that there is a limit on the accuracy with which Z or R can he

calculated when samples are taken from relatively wall volumes of space. The

natural variations due to the methods of sampling usually eaployed may lead

to an umcertainty in Z of t5 high as - WO. Thus, if ons uses a relation

such as (4.1), it is probably good to within a factor 2 o2ver a range of

moderate rainfalls, say 0.5 to 70 n/hr. Until more is known about the

relationship of the radar quantity Z to a mteorological quantity, such as

R, this uncertainty will have to be accepted.

Yount Washington Observatory, 1951: Contribution to the theory of the

constitution of clouds. Quarterly Progress Report of the Mount Washington
Observatory staff under USAF Contract .o. A' 19(122)-399, Oct.23.



4.2 Scatterina I Ratn

The curves in figure 3.1 :?wed the behaviour of the exact back-

scattering cross-sections for single drops. Haddock, in plate 6 o+ his

unpublished report, has evaluated the exact cross-sections for rain o+ various

Intensities using the drop size-distribution results of Laws and Parsons (1943).

Haddock's data has been replotted in figure 4.1 which shows tv against
1

rainfall for two wavelengths, 3 am and 0.9 ca. For comparison, the Rayleigh

approximate baek-acattering cross-sections are shown for these same wave-

lengths. They are derived from suing equation 3.5 over unit volume and

substituting D P6 - 200 R1 . 6 .

1
Haddock does not give a plot of the exact Xq for wavelengths greater

1
than 3 cm, but the 10 ca curve will be identical to the Rayleigh ore at all

but the very heaviest rainfalls. At 0.9 ca, the exact back-scattering cross-

section is larger than the Rayleigh. for low rainfalls; it is the same at a

rainfall of about 10 m/hr and then becomes less quite quickly at higher

rainfalls, being some 7.5 db below the Rayleigh value at 10 m/hr. This

rapid divergence of the two functions at 0.9 ca for heavy rainfalls is due

to the rapid descent of the V"-curve for that wavelength (figure 3.1) at

values of . which correspond to raindrop diameters. However, wavelengths

shorter than 3 ca are not used in rain because of attenuation. At 3 ca wave-

length, the apropriate values of CK are somewhat lower, and on the basis of

figure 3.1 we should expect the exact cross-section to be above the Rtyleigh

value for heavy rainfall and below it for light. Haddock's curve in

figure 4.1 does not do this, but the difference between either of these

"exact3 results and the Rayleigh curve does not exceed 2 db in any case.
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FIG. 4.1 - Exact and Rayleigh approximate back-scattering cross-sections
per unit volume of rain-filled space, plotted against rainfall
intensity.
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4.3 Attenuation by RaiL

For rain, the Rayleigh approxismtion for attenuation does not apply

except for wavelengths of 10 ca and longer. Hence the attenuation through

rain is not given by equation (1.6), but d4endis on diameter as vell as

water content.

The data published by Laws and Parsons has been used by Rde (1945,

1946) and by Haddock to predict the attenuation at various wavelengths by a

given rate of rainfall. The authors have repeated seaw of Haddock's cal-

culations, using Laws and Parsons' data as plotted by Rigby and Marshall

(1952) and Haddock's ratio in figure 3.1. In figure 4.2 these various

calculated attenuations are plotted against wavelength for several rates of

rainl ali.

FIG. 4.2 - Attenuation versus wvelength
for rainfall of various rates.
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SoMe of th same results are replotted in figure 4.3. Here the abscibza

is rainfall rate in ,s/hr and the ordinate is attenuation divided by rainfall

rate. The values given by the Rayleigh approximation (equation 1.6) are shown

as broken lines for comparison. Tht ordinate in this diagram is the factor k

in Ryde's (1946) section 7; he suggests that, for many purposes, it may be

taken as constant for a given wavelength. At 10 ca wavelength, data is scares

because Lowan's tables cannot be used, but Ryde's two points, together with

the knowledge that the Rayleigh value can be used at low rainfall rates, show

0 0

Weter at Ie°C

0 RYDE
x McGILL

........ -o eh h 3€t

Ryde ),,lOcm.%
----------- og/  0e

R~yIIgl,~ i~;~ -- -R (mm hr"')

0A1 1 10 100

FIG. 4.3 - Attenuation/rainfall versus rainfall for vW:'rtu3 ..avlenVths.
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that k is very nearly cont it, but has such 1 msll value that it is neg-

ligible for radar purposec. At 3 cm, k is by no mane constant and can be

repeemted reasonably well by the empirical relation k a 0.009 RO3 ,0 *here

R is the rainfall rate in m/hr. However, if the rainfall rate is known to

lie in a restricted range on any particular occasion, a suitable man value for

k could be used. At 9 n, k is very nearly constant again, though it Is 5 to

10 time the corresponding Rayleigh value. This Is because Haddock's ratio i

near its mazimm for the* drop sues at this wavelength.

Wh enr k can be taken as constant, the attenuation In db over the

path is simply k times the integral of rainfall rate along the path in

The data of figure 4.3 to only plotted at widely-spaced wavelengths, so

it is not suitable as it stands as a design chart for selecting a wavelength for

a particular purpose. It i found, however, that in figure 4.2, which Is a log-

linear plot, the Ryde curves are nearly straight lines from 3 a to 10 an wave-

length. At 10 no/hr, for example, attenuation is halved for an increase of

1.1 cm. At 100 im/hr, the curve is not so linear but the average slope Is similar.

Those facts nke it possible to interpolate on figure 4.3 and hence predict

the wavelength at which a given total attenuation will be encountered over a

given path. In Table 7.1, the data for attenuation by rain for four waveeengths

at 1C is sumried.

To determine exactly the effect of temperature on the curve of figures

4.2 and 4.3, it is necessary to have a set of curves of Qt Mie/Qt Rayleigh

similar to those of figure 3.1 for the refractive indices of water at the
k

required wavelengths at each temperature. "de apparently computed these
* This involves lengthy computations, yielding a set of tables the sue of

Lowan's (1949) for each temperature.
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from first princi .s for a number of teperatures, since he quotes values

for the attenuation at other than 1SC (Ryde 1945). At that time he used the

refractive index values quoted by Saxton (1946), some of which differ from

the sore recent values of Saxt-on and I vne (1952).

An exact evaluation being too lengthy, the authors obtained approximate

values for the attenuation at OC for two rainfall rates at wavelengths of

0.9, 1.24, 1.8 and 3.2 em, by interpolating amngst the curves of figur 3.1.

Interpolation is possible since the position of the rising part of these

curves (the important part for raindrop sies at these wavelengths) was found

to depend mostly on the real part of the refractive index. The values for

attenuation by rain at CC obtained in this way were compared with those at

1C and plotted as a correction curve in figure 4.4; the temperature correction

curve of Ryde (1946, figure 7) is shown for comparison. They indicate a

decrease in attenuation in this wavelength region of about 100 as the tse-

*cGill estimtes
- Ryde (1946 - Fig.?)

-~ - - - -

0 I A tA

I 1 4 b 7 1 Si

FIG. 4.4, - Approximate temperature correction curve for attenuation
by rain (Fig. 7 ',f Ryde (1946)) with four McGill values
superimposed. -25-



perature drops from 19 to 000. where tyde four4 a 30% decrease. However,

since the McGill values are based on an interpolation whose validity

could be questioned, it appears that .yde's (1945) data, from which figure

4.4 was drawn, must be considered the most reliable available.

4.4. §Me andro

Experiments by Slanchard1 on water drops in the laDoratory sueet

that in falling the larger rainarops are flattened into roughly oblate

spheroidal shape with axis vertical. Blanchard also shows that when a

large drop catches up and collides with a smaller one it will oscillate

about an equilibrium shape. Such oscillations can also occur as a result

of aerodynamic forces on the drop as it falls. At any time, therefore, a

fraction of the total number of drops in the contributing region is non-

spherical. Mi 's theroy does not apply to non-spherical particles, and

no complete theory for spheroids is available. An approximate theory for

small spheroids which is nnaloous to the .aylelh approximations has

been used by Atlas, Kaerker and Hitschfeld (1953) howeser, and they find

the the flattening; diminishes scatterini: and attenuation with vertical

polarization and enhances it with horizontal polarization. There is not

much data available so far on the shape of falling rain.
2

This effect cannot account for the difference between measured and

predicted average received power because the observations were mae with

horizontally polarized radars, which wculd lead to greater measured powers

rather than smaller.

1
Blanchard, D.C., 1948: Observations on the behaviour of water drops at
terminal velocity in air. General Electric Research Laboratories: Project
Cirrus, Occasional Report No. 7.

2
Jones, D.A.A., 1952: Raindirop camera and L.Je preliminary results.
Proceedings of the Third Radar Weather Conference, McGill University,
psge E-9.



5. SNOW

5.1 Scattering by Snow

Dry snow consists of ice parti :les, either single or aggregated. In

the centimetre region, ice has a dielectric constant of 3.17 which is much

less than that of water and is independent of wavelength; in the Rayleigh

region, scattering is proportional to 12 and so the small absorption

coefficient k of ice can be neglected. It turns out that the back-scatter

cross-section I' for an ice sphere is only aoout 0.22 times that for a w:ater

sphere of the same mass at 3 cm wavelen'th.

Although an auregate flake consist.' of a mixture of air and ice of low

man density, it can be shown (Marshall and Gunn, 1952) that 4 is the same

as that for the same mass of ice in compact form. Calculations by Atlas,

Kerker and Hitschfeld (1953) and by LabrumA indicate that the shape of ice

par.icles or snowflakes is unimportant and that the cross-sections are only

slightly greater than those for spheres of the same mass (never more than

twice as great). This means that t for snow can be predicted by catching
1

a sample of snowflakes, melting them, measuring ,D for the resulting drops

and allowing for the velocity of tall and the dielectric factor.

This was done in Canada by Langille and Thain (1951) who also made radar

measurements at the same time. The agreement with the form of equation (1.1)

was within the scatter of the observations, bat the received power was 4 db

less than predicted. As in the rain measurements, this difference is unexplained.

Langille and Thain's results, on further analybis (Marshall and Gunn, 1952)

yield an empirical relation between Z and R, where Z refers to unit volume

* Reported by A. J. Higgs: Proc. Third Radar Weather Conf., McGill University,

1952, page F-29.
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of snowsterm and is the sum f the sixth pown. of the diameters of the flakes

when mlted, and R is the snowfall rate at the ground measured in millimetres

of water per hour. The overall relation is Z a 200 R1 . 6 , identical with

Canadian results for rain. Since the reflectivity of ice is 0.22 times that

of water, radar echoes from snow are 0.22 ties those from rain of the same

rainfall rate.

5.2 Attenuation by Snow

Attenuation by snow will be partly due to sci.+ttering out and partly due

to absorption of the incident energy (section 3.2).

According to equations (1.5) and (3.8),

attenuation (db/km) a 0.4343 Qt
1

-0.4343 (ja Q').

We can use the approximate expressions (3.6 and 3.7) if the wavelength is

long compared to the particle diameters; the values of IK1 2 and In(-K) to

be used are listed in table 2.2 and are based on Cumming's (1952) values.

This gives

attenuatio) at oC (dbA/m) - 0.00349 - * 0.0024 R (5.1)

Ryde (1946) suggests that attenuation by snow in the Rayleigh region and

at centimetric wavelengths is given by the second term only, In Table 7.1, values

of the attenuation calculated from equation (5.1) for 3 temperatures show that

the first term (scattering out) becomes ijnportant on going to wavelengths

1 ca and lower. Since Ryde (1946) used refractive index values of Dunamuir

and Lamb (1945) his formula for attenuation by snow must be multiplied by

rougly 2 to get the second term in equation (5.1).
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5.3 Wet Snow aT the "Bright Band'

Atlas, Kerker and Hitschfeld (1953) show that randomly oriented

small water spheroids scatter and attenuate more strongly than water spheres

of the same volume; the increase in by a factor of 20 or more if the axes

of the spheroids are 10 times their diameters.

Labrunm has computed the scattering by an ice ellipsoid coated with

water for wavelengths large compared with the sie of the particle (corres-

potding to the Rayleigh approximation for spheres). He finds that even for

comparatively thin coatings the composite particle scatters nearly as well as

an all-water particle of the sawn shape. He confirmed this result experi-

mentally.

Extrapolating from the results of Labrus for small water-coated ice

spheroids, and Langleben and 0unnhk(1952) for larger water-coated spheres and

the above-mentioned shape effects for water, it seems not unreasonable to

assume that the scattering and attenuation by water-coated ice spheroids of

the size of wet snowflakes at radar wavolengths is similar in magnitude to

that of 3pheroidal water drops of the same shape and size.

This can account for the bright band which always appears in radar pic-

tures of steady rain. The bright band is due to a regin of enhanced re-

flectivity a few hundred feet thick just below the 00 isotherm. In the light

of the foregoing discussion, the mechanism would be as follows:

Snow falling through the freezing level will changu from flat or

needle-shaped particles or aggregates which scatter feebly, to similarly-

loc. cit.
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shaped particles, which, due o a water coating, scatter relatively strongly.

As melting proceeds, they lose their extreme shapes and the shape factor

decrease to 1. Also, falling with greater velocity, the number of particles

in malt vo).-= becomes less.

At*tnuation, like scattering, is proportional to the "nuer of

. 4olee per unit volume, and therefore depends on the velocity of fall.

Water spheroids absorb more strongly than water spheres, and coated Lee

spheroids presumbly absorb like water spheroids. Therefore, absorption by

mlting mow will hw many times thit or th ro-sooltinj r-On. Alt.hos,;g the

bright band is comparatively thin, serious att muation my take place wde

radar observations are made through it at shallow elevations.

6. CLOUDS

o"'.. cloud droplets do not exceed 1OOi diameter, so that at centimatre

and millintre wavelengths the Rayleigh formulae (3.5) (3.6) and (3.7) apply

for droplets and equations (1-3) and (1.6) for cloud.

6.1 Satterin, fr m Clouds

Cloud droplets being about one-hundredth the diameter of raindrope,

SD6 in cloud is about 106 less than in rain. However, equation (1.3) for
1 1
the received power has X4 in tho denominator, so that it is possible to

overcome some of the effect of the very small diameters by Coing to the

shortest practicable wavelength. Radar sets working on wavelengths of 1,25 am

and around 9 m are now boing used for cloud observations! By directing the

See NProceedings of the Third Radar Weather Conference".. McGill University,
Nontreal, session Bo
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antemna vertict ly, the range ro is made a minimum, and most clouds visible

to the eye are detected by the receiver.

Radar measures the quantity Z - Z D6 , whereas a more significant
11quantity meteorologically is5 the liraid 1water content K a TT p D3. To

relate the two quantities exactly wuld require the complete drop else dis-

tribution. owver, Atlas and Boucher, after studying a number of ouch

distributioas actually observed in clouds, report that a knowledge of the

mwdian diameter only is sufficient for a fairly accurate relationship, since

the shape of the distribution is similar for all clouds. Even without this

knowledge, an approximate correlation between Z and H can be obtained

becaus the median diameter shows a definite trend with M, and this can be

incorporated in the empirical law

Z - 0.0292 N1 .82,

where N is in gm 3, and Z in =6 m- 3 .

6.2 Att4nuation i Cloquds

Since the cloud particles lie well within the Rayleigh region at all wave-

lengths in the centimtre band, equation (1.6) &pplies. The liquid water

.ntent N - T D3, and equation (1.6) becomes

attenuation (db/ka) - 0.4343 N In (-K)

for one-way transmission. Thus attenuation by cloud is dependent on the

liquid water content and is independent of the particle size-distribution.

Values of the attenuation from water and ice clouds are given in

Table 7.1 as a function of X for four wavelergths and three tepratures.

For ice clouds as well is water clouds, Qs' Q4o

loc. cit. pages B 1-8.
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7. kiiE ATWSPMK3

Booker and Gordon (1950) have som that a turbulent atmophere scatters

radio waves in a mnnr depending on Ithe scale of the turbalemee, Uiah my

vary from a tow ea to a few metres. In particular, long-range point-to-point

tranmission at oentlmtre wavelengths ean take place by mob scatterLg. In

a typical point-to-point ease bower,, Gordos has sho - that rain will ean-

tribute more sipal than the turbulenee below about I mtre wavelength and

cloud below about 3 -ms provided they till the apaee oem. 'o the transmitting

and receiving beemm. Attenuation by the eme rein or cload throsumt the

path nay however reduee the signal below that for clear turbuleat air.

Booker and Gordon's equation (2v) gives scattered power in a direction.

It depends on the scale of turalence A shich ean be thought of as the

diameter of the *blobe of inhomegeneity in the turbulent atmosphere. Making

the approximation Ap/A> >, substituting the appropriate angle of scattering

and bringing the definition of gi" into line with section 1 of the present
1

paper, we obtain

ig)! x 10-6 c.2 mr~,
1 2f

where (AX)2 is the mean square deviation of refractive index in parts per

minlion

and A is the scale in eam.

Gordon, W. 9., 1952: A comparison of radio scattering by precipitation and

by a turbulent atmosphere. Proceedings of the Third Radar Weather Conference,
McGill University, page 7-17.
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7.2jt~s~g~c ittenuatton

Van Tleck (194I7) has discivesed In detail the mechanism of attenuationt

In the clear atmosphere.

It has biten shown by Infrared spectroscopy that oxygen molecules

have a magnetic dipole moment. and water vapour molecules have an electric

dipole moment. Thecse give rise to lines in their absorption spcctra

which lie in the centimetre and millimtre region. This means that radio

or radar propagation to subject to absorption by the oxygen and water

vapour in the atmosphere

These absorption lines are subject to the usual amount of *pressure

broadening'. In water vapour, under atmqospheric conditions, the Fort

Important line has a ine half-width of about 0.1 cm'1* Since the ware.

number of the line itself is only 0,74 cm 1,. however, the lime Is relatively

very broad, having a resonant wavelength of 1,348 cu with half-width of about

0.18 cog so thmt Its Influence extends over mnch of the microwave region.

Additional effects are founid due to other absorption lines In the neighbor-

hood of 0.2 ca wavelength.

3ec)kr and Antler (191.6) measured the damping of a large cavity

reponator filled with air and water vapour. They used wavelengths between

0.73 cu and 1.7 cu. Their results are plotted as part of curve (c) in

figure 7.1. The experiments were perforied at 45C. btit have been corrected

to 2000 In plotting the curve to bring it 1nto line with the other curves.

The dashed portions of curve (c) are calculations by Van Vieck from a

theoretical formula with the constants chosen to fit Becker and Autler's

results. Curve (c) Is drawn for ow gm a-3, and attenuction is approximately

proportional to water vapour content in the amounts encountered in the

atmo sphere.
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Dick*, Beringer, Kyh d Vane (1946) used a radiometer to inveetiate

absorption by atmospheric water vapour at 1.0 cm, 1.25 am and 1.5 co. Though

the accuracy is not high, the results are conistent with thee of Deeker and

Autler.

The situation for o3'gn differs in two respect* fm that for toter

vapour; the most important absorption is caused by a numer of oloelyspaced

lines instead of a single line, and, in addition, oqgon has a line at sere

frequency, while water vapour hs not.

Van Vleck (1947a) predicted the poeitions of about 25 oxnen aborpton

lines between 0.45 and 0.56 m, and these have been mwasrd with a senItive

micromve spectrometer at very low pressures by brkhaltor, Anerson, Smith

and Gordy (1950). At atmospheric pressure, however, presure broadening convert*

then into an unresolved band of absorption. Lamont (1910) moasueM atteuation

in air from 0.45 to 0.58 ca wavelength over a path of a few km in the field,

and his results are plotted as points in figure 7.1.

At the time that Van Vleck's calculations were mode, it ms believed that

the line breadth constant A-0 was the same from line to line, though its

value was not knom. Accordingly, he assigned several alternative values to

At and the predicted attenuation for AV - 0.02 cm1 and AV s 0.05 Wm"

are plotted against wavelength in figure 7.1, curves (a) and (b). (These are

simi2ar to Ryde's (1946) figure 1, curves (a) and (b).)

Tar fleck's predictions include a line at zero frequency, and this accounts

for most of the attenuation at wavelengths from 1 ca upw rds. Its intensity

is directly proportional to the line breadth and therefore to the pressure, but

An alternative approach to this kind of absorption can be made by using
Debye's theory of polar molecules in dielectrics.
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no measuremnts appear to have been made to determine the line breadth coratant.

One method is to plot the theoretical curves, choo3e the one which fits the

asusumld values of attenuation in the 0.5 ca region, and assn the reminder

of the curve Is also valid. This make. AIV 0.02 cm" the best choice

(oure (a) of figure 7.1) because it fits Lamont's results the best.

Recent measuremente on pure oxygen, however, (se Anderson, Smith and

Gordy, 1952) show that the line breadth constant varies from one line to

another in the 0.5 cm region; its value lies between 0.03 and 0.05. We cannot

say ?*ieh, if arq, of these values applies to the sero-frequency line, so the

whole attenuation curve for dry air frm 1 em wavelength upward is unknown.

So measurement has been made above 0.6 ca specifically to define the curve,

though a single reliable measurement at a wavelength between 1 and 10 m would

suffice.

The possibility remains of using the results of the water vapour experi-

mats alread mentioned, by extrapolating to zero water vapour content.

Because of their particular experimental method, Becker ani Autler found it

necessary to eliminate the contribution of oxygen to the absorption in such a

way that it cannot be determined. The Radiometer method of Dicke st &l (1946)

measured combined attsnuiion of oxygen and variou-, amounts of water vapour,

so that if the scatter of the observations were small enough the part due to

oxygen could be found by extrapolating to zero water vapour. Only the results

at 1.0 cm wavlength are good enough for this; they indicate a most probable

value which lies on curve (a) (corresponding to AV a 0.02 curl) end that

the attenuation is unlikely to be as great as shown by curve (b) which can

be taken as an upper liAt.
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Tmperatur and pressure are 44 sous ed by Von leck in his two papers.

For a given quntity of water vapour, attenuation is proportional to p

and to T"2 10"279 at th msdm of the resonance curve, to p and to

r 3 10'27 on the old*@ of the o.ve, an to p and to T-3/2 wl &ay

fren the reeomme. Of oourse, if the air is kept saturated with water vapour

while the tmpersture chanp*, the water vapour ontent itself will alter,

ad this additional factor uet be taken into account.

Pressure effect on atmoepherie oqgs arises free ineressed preee

broadming and also froe an Inoreas. In the amer of moleulee per unit

volme. In the region of strong absorption, the attenuation is proportional

to p and to -3/29 but in the region of the eere-freqmue absorption

(fro say 2 to lom welength) it is prportional to p2 &d to T-5/2.

Table 7.1 is a .ry of the results of the preceding sections and gives

working wues of the attenuation by rain, mow and clouds.
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T. U 7.1

Wwtin Velt'.. of A?1UWAI JA dbekm"1 (on* way)

T3*2 am 16.a 1.24 m 0.9.

Mu1  o.ool701. 31 0.411 OA.05 01' 0

RUI 0n 60 6x R *12 2 z10-4 It 1.7 Sd0C R 2.. Ar3 I

60e ~,,o .. 6 392x 1.&blo'3 1  5.k133i' a

ometd*9 5.T R * 2 .4" it # 0059WO0 it . 0j6.iV 3 it

-10 .030K0.7K .46 O1
wtr.0 .06dd5 K .2 N 0.532 41 N 0 31.

0 2.120 0903 N 0.3618 N 6.051' N 0974u0 N

N n10 0.910 N 19b N 0,4amb N .810' N

p~3 20 5.63xb0-4 N 1z10'3 X 1.4.546-3 N 2d0' N

k ?Mee are empirical eqatiome. For the more exact relations on which they are based,
ses section 4.3 And figure 4.3.

MWhe effect of temperature is discussed in section 4.3 and smmarsed in figur. 4.4. The
offect of non-uphricity on Qand Q6 has been neglected.

'As long as snowflakes are in. he ayleigh region. A vlue of klO or U1, 6 m9s an uper
limit for snowfall rates.
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8. TE DIP I iON OF FUTURE RIZSARCH

8.1 Refrative Irnices

The measured values of thp refractive index of water for various

kwvoengths and temperatures are quite adequate for miarowave-

precipitation work. The fact that the measured values fit the

theoretical formulae 30 WOU (see, for example Saxton, 1946) allows

interpolation and extrapolation about these values to be made with

confidence.

The situation for ice is not so well established. There is

agreemnt oan the value of the real part of the refractive index and

on its independence of temperature and wavelength variation I.n the

microwsve region. However, measured values of the imatinary part

differ by a factor 2. Probb3y further determinatien of this

quantity are In order.

8.2 Ran

While anomalies in raindrop sise-distriutions continue to be

reported, they seem to appear at an equilibrium rate and make a very

small dilution of the Mral hroadagroment. Data will continue to

accumalate as an adjunct of any scattering and attenuation measure-

mets that are made. For a better understanding of the rain mechanism,

a ore detailed study of the size-distributiun with time from a given

shower, and variations with precipitation type, is needed.

Though Ryde (2945) evaluated the attenuation by rain at four

wavelengths, and various temperatures, .he work may bear repeating for

the slIghtly changed values of the refractive index of water which

have been reported since his computations were ade. The final results



should not be very dif" rent but ii view u1 the appreciable

attenuation by rain, and the magnitude c.f the computational work,

it might be worth while essentially repeating Ryde's work by

compiling a table of tb Me amplitude functions for water at OC

similar to Lowmn's (1949) 18C table.

If non-spherical drops occur in natural rain, the scattering

and attenuation could be Considerably affected. Shaped raindrops

are thought to be rare but a raindrop photography program undertaken

recently by the Illinois State %te Survey should provide a definite

answer to this problem*

There is a general scarcity of Point to Point masurements of

attenuation by rain.

One outstanding unsolved problem is the source of the 4-7 db.

difference between the actual signal received from both rain and

snow and that predicted from the theory.

8.3 M

The dielectric properties of ice and mow and wet snow have

been measured in the lab by Cuing (1952). There is still, however,

the disagreement about the value of the imginary part (k) of the

refractive index. Labrun in Australia has observed the scattering

from single melting spheroidal ice particles.

There has been little experimental work done on either scattering

or attenuation by falling snow. There is a need for laboratory

experiuents to study the melting of natural snowflakes, both single

crystal and aggregates. Point to point measurements of attenuation

by melting snow would be particularly valuable.



8.4 SJO

Laboratory experiments on the scattering by single water

spheres have bee done, and give results in good agreement with

theory. Laboratory experimens W determine the dielectric

properties of water cloud are possible and might provide amongst

other things a possible clue to the 4-7 db discrepancy betwen

actual and predicted scattering mentioned above.

8.5 Atmosphere

The attenuation due to water vapour has only been measured

at wavelengths 0.7 and 1.7 cm, but the necessary theoretical basis

for extrapolating beyond these limits seems to be satisfactory.

The most noticeable gap in present knowledge of atmospheric

attenuation is a direct and reliable measurement of the zero-frequency

line in oxygen under atmoopheric conditions.

A laboratory experiment at any wavelength over 1 cm on dry air

at atmospheric and at very low pressures, or a field experiment at

any wavclength over 3 cm at a low humidity would determine the

line breadth constant and remove the uncertainty at all wavelengths

above the 0.5 cm band. However, since the attenuation appears to be

not much greater than 0.01 db/km it is difficult to measure and at the

same time usually unimportant in practice. Any application in which

it becomes important to know it precisely will probably suggest a way

of measuring it accurately.


